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Multi-contact Planning on Humans for Physical Assistance by Humanoid

Anastasia Bolotnikova1,2, Sébastien Courtois1, Abderrahmane Kheddar2

Abstract— For robots to interact with humans in close prox-
imity safely and efficiently, a specialized method to compute
whole-body robot posture and plan contact locations is required.
In our work, a humanoid robot is used as a caregiver that is
performing a physical assistance task. We propose a method for
formulating and initializing a non-linear optimization posture
generation problem from an intuitive description of the assis-
tance task and the result of a human point cloud processing.
The proposed method allows to plan whole-body posture and
contact locations on a task-specific surface of a human body,
under robot equilibrium, friction cone, torque/joint limits,
collision avoidance, and assistance task inherent constraints.
The proposed framework can uniformly handle any arbitrary
surface generated from point clouds, of various shapes any sizes,
for autonomously planing the contact locations and interaction
forces on potentially moving, movable, and deformable surfaces,
which occur in direct physical human-robot interaction. We
conclude the paper with examples of posture generation for
physical human-robot interaction scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world is facing an ageing population problem [1]. Our

objective is to use a humanoid technology to partly compen-

sate for the lack of workforce in caregiving for the elderly

and frail. We want to enable a humanoid to assist in daily-

life motions of frail or ageing persons, in well-identified

situations, to help support the person’s autonomy [2]. To

help in walking safely, sit-to-stand transfer, getting out or

in bed, etc. The assistance consists mainly in providing a

support by physical contacts, through which extra-torque or

guidance are provided to the human for any such demanding

task. Contrarily to some trend in this domain [3], [4], a

robot whatsoever is not expected to hold with full power

a person that still has some capabilities of motion. We rather

see a humanoid as a companion that could play the role of

a reconfigurable static or moving hurdle to provide contact

support to a person to help with daily motion tasks.

Indeed, a humanoid robot can potentially be used as a

reconfigurable and mobile multi-functional assistive support

structure. One such platform can be used to assist in various

tasks, unlike simpler robots that are designed for a specific

task. Moreover, a friendly anthropomorphic appearance of

the robot can result in overall better usability due to higher

likeability [5], more intuitive communication [6], [7] and

easier gain of user trust and acceptance of the technology [8].

To reach this goal, we develop multi-contact planning

that works directly on a human point cloud. The central

question of multi-contact planning is the computation of a

feasible multi-contact configuration of a humanoid robot. In
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Fig. 1: Safe and feasible humanoid robot posture for pHRI.

this paper, we answer the question: how to compute a safe

and feasible robot posture in contact with a human, and plan

contact locations on a surface of a human body part, while

accounting for human safety and comfort, as well as robot

structure and assistance task inherent constraints? (Fig. 1)

We build additional constraints to the posture generator

(PG) in [9] formulated as non-linear optimization on non-

euclidean manifolds. Multi-contact planning follows care-

givers guidance to build and initialize PG, which includes

the robot, assistance task and human inherent constraints and

objectives. We present newly integrated PG constraints that

plan contact locations on a surface of a human body part

specified in the assistance task description. We fit a Non-

Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface, trimmed by a

NURBS curve, on a segmented point cloud, that represents

a human body part, as acquired from the embedded robot’s

camera, and use it to formulate geometric contact constraints.

Additionally, we use collision avoidance with human point

cloud constraints to ensure physical human-robot interaction

(pHRI) safety. More explicitly, our contributions are:

1) A construction and initialization of PG for pHRI from

an intuitive description of an assistance task (Sec. III);

2) A formulation of constraints for contact location plan-

ning on a human point cloud surface (Sec. III-A);

3) A human point cloud processing for contact planning

and collision avoidance PG constraints (Sec. III-B);

4) An evaluation of our method in pHRI tasks (Sec. IV).



II. RELATED WORKS

Multi-contact planning has been addressed in various

works and is currently a hot topic in humanoid research. Yet,

it has never been extended to human physical assistance. To

our best knowledge, our work is the first to consider such a

perspective. At the heart of multi-contact planning, there is

a so-called PG that generates on-demand (i.e. requests from

the search strategy) the possible contact candidates.

Multi-contact planning methods treated mostly interaction

with static and rigid environments, for which exact mod-

els are available. Existing methods address multi-contact

planning by building a search tree [10] or using a cascade

coupling [11], both based on a frequent inference of the PG

(viewed as generalized inverse kinematics). First, the contact

surfaces are elected and corresponding contact posture found,

if exists, that realizes these contacts. Other methods embed

contact planning directly with the motion problem formula-

tion. For instance, in [12] the contact sequence is predefined,

the rigid and static environment is modelled by flat circular

surfaces, and the contact locations of each humanoid end-

effector are part of the optimization variables, so they are

free to move inside the predefined contact surfaces. Similarly,

the contact locations on flat surfaces, and also the contact

sequence itself, have been incorporated into an optimization

problem by the use of mixed-integer optimization [13], [14],

non-linear trajectory optimization [15] or augmentation of

the contact creation related decision variables [16]. Those

are some of the most outstanding works in multi-contact

motion planning, but so far none have ever addressed contact

planning on a human body for assistance.

One could be tempted to extend previous multi-contact

planning to pHRI. In practice there are interesting simplifi-

cations such as the fact that (i) a human present a closed-form

almost know surface for contact planning, and (ii) assistance

must follow recommendations from geriatric, care-givers and

doctor professionals, which means that the type of contact to

achieve a given assistance are known and must be followed.

However, there are also some difficulties such as the fact

that (i) human is articulated, and (ii) its surface is varying

with clothes and deformations which require using direct

perception to plan contacts, e.g. point clouds. The PG on

point cloud has been explored in preliminary experiments

using plane segmentation for stair climbing [17], and in

multi-contact navigation planning in flat and rigid surfaces

environments [18]. In pHRI, however, basic plane fitted on

a point cloud cannot well-represent human body surfaces.

The inclusion of a trimmed NURBS surface into the PG, in

our work, allows to achieve high flexibility for the modelling

of a surface for contact location planning. As a result, our

framework can handle a wide range of various pHRI tasks.

We use a single RGBD camera and human links location

2D probability heatmaps, form OpenPose library [19], to

perform human link point cloud segmentation (Sec. III-

B). The output of this segmentation is used to construct a

parametric surface for contact location planning and convex

hulls of human body parts for collision avoidance constraints

(Sec. III-A). There are works dedicated to the problem of

the semantic meaning of human body parts in a point cloud.

For instance, the method to fit an entire 3D human body

model to the point cloud was proposed in [20]. This method,

however, requires two RGBD cameras, a set of precomputed

human body templates and takes around 30s to complete.

A faster method for human pose estimation via skeleton

fitting on a point cloud acquired by multiple RGBD cameras

was proposed by [21]. This method, first, roughly initializes

human skeleton on a point cloud. Then, points in the cloud

are assigned the limb class to which they are closest to. This

method is reported to perform under 1 s, and could poten-

tially be used in our framework for point cloud segmentation.

However, it requires two RGBD sensors calibrated setup,

whereas we opt to use one RGBD sensor for lower set-up

complexity and potential use of the method with the on-board

robot camera. The machine learning-based labelling of point

cloud elements into human body part classes was proposed

in [22]. The output of this method could also potentially

substitute OpenPose probability heatmaps in our framework

(Fig. 4). However, the performance of this method on our

sample data has shown to be far less superior compared to

that of the OpenPose, which made it unusable in our work.

In the following Sec. III, we describe in details our

proposed methodology. Our method requires a point cloud

from a single RGBD camera and an intuitive description

of the pHRI task, to generate a safe and feasible whole-

body posture suitable for the task, and find appropriate

optimal contact locations on a finely defined human body part

surface, fitted directly on the human point cloud. To the best

of our knowledge, no PG framework has such functionality,

which is critical in pHRI context.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In the world, where robots will be working with human

caregivers for assisting patients in secondary care tasks,

it is paramount that high-level intuitive human commands

can be translated into low-level robot motion planning and

control objectives. It is especially critical to make sure

that there is no increased workload of caregivers due to

the introduction of robots into their workspace, a problem

that often goes unnoticed in the process of introduction of

new technology [2]. Indeed, in caregiving sector, assistance

know-how and practices should be instructed to the robot

from health professionals knowledge and practices [23]. Our

objective is to enable the robot to generate safe feasible

postures for engaging in pHRI as instructed from the high-

level instructions given to the robot by non-(robotics) experts.

Thus, for a given assistance task instruction, here we

denote it as T , a humanoid robot has to simultaneously plan

its optimal floating base location (i.e. position and orien-

tation) and joints configuration that we call robot posture

q. Additionally, the robot needs to autonomously plan the

suitable, appropriate and feasible contact locations on the

patient body, where assistive forces should be applied. The

computed posture must enable the robot to supply or resist

required contact forces to assist human as required while



ensuring its own equilibrium, human comfort and safety. For

solving such a task, we formulate a non-linear optimization

problem described by eq. 1. 1

min
q,u,v,f

φ(q,u,v,f) (1a)

s. t.







































































joint and torque limits

self–collision avoidance

environment–robot collision avoidance

environment–robot contacts

equilibrium and friction cone constraints

human–robot collision avoidance

fmin

i ≤ f c
i ≤ fmax

i ∀i ∈ [1,m]

P e
i = Si(ui, vi) ∀i ∈ [1,m]

ui, vi ∈ ΩC

i ∀i ∈ [1,m]

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)

(1e)

(1f)

(1g)

(1h)

(1i)

(1j)

Here, φ is a cost function –i.e. a function of the decision

variables, to minimize (e.g. distance to a desired posture,

torques, contact forces, etc.). The explicit expression of φ

is given in Sec. IV, eq. 5a. The constraints eq. 1b–1h have

been previously discussed in [9] and are described in detail

in [24]. Some are bounds on the decision variables and others

are more general bounds. The constraints eq. 1i–1j, which

enable the robot to plan contact location on a surface of the

human body part, are introduced in this work, in Sec. III-A.

An assistance task T , for instance, could be the following:

T = {Lightly contact the patient on the left arm with your

right hand and look at her/his face}. Such description of the

task determines the structure of PG optimization problem, it’s

constraints and objectives. More precisely, it dictates the total

number of robot-human contacts m, robot end-effector to be

used for making contact P e
i , the patient body parts to contact

Si (eq. 1i) (trimmed by ΩC
i if necessary (eq. 1j)), class of

force bounds that is appropriate for the task fmin

i ,fmax

i

(eq. 1h), and robot head orientation objective (see eq. 5a).

To autonomously plan the contact locations on a surface

of a human body part, as dictated by T , we add eq. 1i to the

problem, which restricts the contact to lie on the NURBS

surface Si fitted to the point cloud of the segmented human

body part. To allow our framework to equally handle any

arbitrary point cloud or special-cases, we use additional curve

enclosure constraint, eq. 1j, that trims away areas in the

parametric space of Si that are not suitable for contact (e.g.

not covered by the point cloud, sensitive or delicate areas of

the human body surface). The NURBS surface parameters

ui and vi are then stacked into our PG on manifold decision

variables u and v, respectively. The robot contact forces f c
i

are here stacked into a PG decision variables vector f .

Depending on the problem and its size, non-linear op-

timization is not deterministic in general, see discussions

in [9]. Nevertheless, we suggest that the information that we

extract from T and the information of the human perception

in the environment (Sec. III-B), allows us to have very good

1Matrices and vectors are in bold; scalars in non-bold lower-case;
descriptive functions in calligraphic font.

initial guesses. This allows the solution, when it exists, to

be found relatively fast. We bring practical examples of such

task-aware PG initialization in the Sec. IV. As in any gradient

descend approaches, there is no guarantee that the solution

is a global optimum nor that it could be systematically found

when it exists. In the latter case, we perturb the initial guess.

A. Contact constrained to a surface fitted on a point cloud

In this section, we detail the constraints for planning a

contact location on an point cloud surface (eq. 1i–1j).

Given a point cloud D = {pk|k = 0, · · · ,K} and an

initial guess of the control points locations P init
ij of the

NURBS surface S , the control points position update cij , that

fits S onto D, can be computed via quadratic optimization

that minimizes the Euclidean distance between points pk

and corresponding closest points projected onto surface as

S(uk, vk), eqs. 2a–2b.

min
cij

∑

k

(

pk −

∑

i

∑

j Ni,b(uk)Nj,r(vk)(P
init
ij + cij)

∑

i

∑

j Ni,b(uk)Nj,r(vk)

)2

(2a)

0 ≤ uk, vk ≤ 1 uk, vk ∈ R (2b)

The parameters b and r denote surface order, in directions

U and V of the surface parametric space, respectively (see

Fig. 3). The nonrational B-spline basis functions are denoted

as Nx,y(z). The number of control points can be either

predefined or adjusted in the fitting process [25], [26], [27].

Example of a point cloud D and a fitted NURBS surface

S are shown in Fig. 2 (left). This figure also illustrates the

next issue we need to address, which is the four-sided nature

of the NURBS surface. Since NURBS parametric space is

four-sided, surface fitted to an arbitrary point cloud likely

needs to be trimmed by fitting a constraining closed curve

C that encloses the point cloud, thus defining a subspace

of the surface parametric space ΩC ⊂ UV that is suitable

for making a contact. The control points of C are found by,

first, projecting 3D points pk into UV ⊂ R
2 space, to get

corresponding 2D points gk. Given the initial guess of curve

control points location P init
i , so-called, footpoint parameter

tk is computed for every gk, so that point C(tk) on the

curve is the closest point to gk and ~ntk is curve normal

at this point. The constraining curve fitting process consists

in finding curve control points position update values ci by

solving the optimization problem eqs. 3a–3b [28].

min
ci

∑

k

wk

(

gk −

∑

i Ni,s(tk)(P
init
i + ci)

∑

u Ni,s(tk)

)2

(3a)

(gk − C(tk))
T · ~ntk ≤ 0 (3b)

where s is the curve order and wk are the point’s weights,

which are lower for the interior points and higher for

the points which are closest to the curve. The points gk,

projected onto the UV space of the S surface, along with

fitted constraining curve C, are shown in Fig. 2 (left). Note

that if D represents a rather four-sided real surface, the fitting

of C may not be required, as the surface underlying such a



Fig. 2: NURBS surface and curve fitting to point cloud (left), trimmed contact surface constraint representation (right).

point cloud will already be well-defined by S (i.e. nothing

to “trim out” with a constraining curve).

After S and C control point values are adjusted to fit D,

the goal is to find such values of u∗ and v∗ so that the contact

point location P e ∈ S(u∗, v∗) is on the area of NURBS

surface covered by the point cloud (i.e. u∗, v∗ ∈ ΩC), while

satisfying all the other PG constraints eq. 1b–eq. 1h.

The fitted surface and the constraining curve can now be

incorporated into the PG formulation. We consider here only

one contact for the purpose of clarity. The end-effector frame

for contact is expressed as P e = {pe,Re = (~xe, ~ye,~ze)},

with frame position pe and orientation Re w.r.t world frame.

We add surface parameters as additional decision variables u

and v, and add the constraints eqs. 4c–4j to the PG problem.

min
q,u,v,f

φ(q, u, v,f) (4a)

s. t. eq. 1b–eq. 1h (4b)

ps =

∑

i

∑

j Ni,b(u)Nj,r(v)Pij
∑

i

∑

j Ni,b(u)Nj,r(v)
(4c)

0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1 u, v ∈ R (4d)

([u v]− C(tuv))
T · ~ntuv

≤ 0 (4e)

du =
∂S(u, v)

∂u
dv =

∂S(u, v)

∂v
(4f)

zs = du× dv ys = zs × du (4g)

Rs =

(

du

|du|
,
ys

|ys|
,
zs

|zs|

)

(4h)

#       »

pspe ·Rs = (0, 0, 0) (4i)

~ze ·Rs
xy = (0, 0) ~ze ·Rs

z ≥ 0 (4j)

The constraints eqs. 4c–4e ensure that the contact point ps

lies on the authorized surface area. The constraints eqs. 4f–

4h compute the surface contact frame orientation Rs at

point ps with Z-axis aligned with the surface normal. The

constraints eqs. 4i– 4j align the robot’s end-effector frame

with the surface contact frame in 3 translational directions

and 2 orientational axes. The robot is free to choose its

Fig. 3: Curve enclosure constraint on UV space.

contacting end-effector orientation only around the surface

normal. These constraints are illustrated in Fig. 2 (right);

specifically eq. 4e is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, the variable

tuv ∈ [0 1], from the curve parametric space, is a footpoint

parameter of [u v] point, computed on previous optimization

iteration, such that C(tuv) is the closest point on the curve

to [u v] and ~ntuv
is the curve’s normal at this point.

The solution to eq. 4 is an optimal whole-body robot

posture and the contact location on the point cloud surface,

approximated by the trimmed NURBS surface, that satisfies

joint and torque limits, maintains robot statically stable,

keeps interaction forces inside the friction cones, avoids

collisions and satisfies contact force bounds.

In the following Sec. III-B, we detail the human point

cloud segmentation that supplies the input D for the con-

struction of the contact constraints of the proposed PG

framework. We also describe how the point cloud segmen-

tation is used to construct human-robot collision avoidance

constraints of PG (eq. 1g).
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Fig. 4: Point cloud processing pipeline to supply input for the posture optimization problem formulation for pHRI task.

B. Processing of human point cloud

Our proposed robot-human contact planning, described

in Sec. III-A, can be used for assistance pHRI tasks, as

long as, the point cloud to contact D (e.g. human shoulder,

human back) is properly segmented out from an entire scene

observed by an RGBD camera. Here, we present the point

cloud segmentation pipeline that supplies input to our PG.

The overview of the entire pipeline is shown in Fig. 4.

First, an RGB image is processed by a two-branch multi-

stage convolutional neural network (CNN) from the Open-

Pose library [19]. This CNN predicts confidence maps (CM)

for 25 main human body keypoints, by assigning the like-

lihood of the presence of a particular human body part to

every image pixel. Simultaneously, CNN predicts, so-called,

Part Affinity Fields (PAF), which encode the location and

orientation of human body parts in the 2D image.

In our work, we use CM and PAF to compute human

body parts 2D masks for point cloud segmentation. We

threshold PAF and CM to consider only high likelihood

pixels (≥ σ = 40%), which are assigned a 100% likelihood

after thresholding. The pixels with likelihood below σ, are

assigned 0%, yielding a black and white image mask.

We combine all resulting 2D masks to obtain 16 masks

for body part segmentation from point cloud (different total

number of masks can be used depending on the use-case).

We dilate the resulting masks to remove small holes and

expand the borders. The head mask is augmented by adding

an ellipse of estimated head width and height around the

face centre. The torso mask is augmented with a polygon

that connects 3-4 visible torso keypoints (assuming that at

least 3 torso keypoints are visible). Further, subtraction of

body parts masks that are likely to be occluding torso (e.g.

arms, forearms, hands) is performed on the torso mask.

Once the masks for all individual body parts are computed,

a depth image and camera intrinsic parameters are used to

compute 3D point cloud of the entire scene. We apply human

body parts 2D masks on a point cloud to segment 16 sub-

clouds which contain only those 3D points that are likely to

belong to each particular human body part.

The result of the segmentation is used to select a sub-cloud

D that, according to predefined task T , is to be used for

establishing a contact. This sub-cloud D is filtered, down-

sampled made fit a NURBS surface S and a trimming curve

C, using NURBS algorithms from Point Cloud Library [25],

[29], and building contact constraints eqs. 4c–4j.

All segmented sub-clouds are used to create (strictly) con-

vex hulls of human body parts for human-robot non-desired

collisions avoidance (eq. 1g). The PG’s collision avoidance

is implemented using efficient GJK distance algorithm for

proximity queries [30]. The cloud D, representing a body

link for the contact creation, is also used to define collision

avoidance constraints with all robot links but the end-effector

used for contact as specified in T .

There are ongoing efforts in the 3D computer graphics

and vision communities to provide directly reliable 3D

pose and joint configuration of humans in any posture, see

e.g. [31]. Shall this be one day readily available in reasonable

computation time and reliability, we can simply replace our

pipeline with it, eventually pre-fit a personalized NURB on it,

and use it as an input for our PG. It won’t make our PG faster

but we will gain in the perception side (i.e. the construction

of the PG problem). We exemplify how our method performs

on sample point clouds in the following Sec. IV.



IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of our method for whole-

body posture generation and contact location planning on a

human point cloud using three sample pHRI scenarios in the

context of human care and assistance (Sec. IV-C–IV-E).

A. Implementation details

The PG framework [9], that we use and extend for the

pHRI use-case in our work, is highly versatile and is not

robot specific. Given just a URDF file description of Pepper

robot, that we use as a platform in our work, all the basic

PG constraints (eqs. 1b)–1f) are automatically constructed.

The novel PG constraints (eqs. 4c)–4j, and 1g) are con-

structed based on the results of the point cloud processing

in each particular scenario. The only robot specific parts of

the PG formulation in our scenarios is a frame constraint

for Pepper mobile base, which is free to move only in XY

plane and around Z-axis of the world reference frame, and 3

contact constraints with the ground one per each robot wheel.

The RGBD data for each scenario was collected and then

processed offline. We present the resulting safe and feasible

multi-contact postures for pHRI, computed by our proposed

method, visualized in RViz together with the corresponding

point clouds and trimmed contact NURBS surfaces in the

bottom row of Fig. 5). The top row plots in Fig. 5 show cost

function eq. 5a convergence, for each scenario, that indicate

the optimality of the resulting PG solutions. The convergence

criterion of PG is thoroughly described in [24] (see p. 78).

B. Results of surface and constraining curve fitting

We assume that, after segmentation and filtering, a point

cloud accurately represents the underlying real surface. We

consider the trimmed NURBS surface to well represent the

actual surface of the human body when the average squared

fitting errors, eq. 2a and eq. 3a, are below 12mm and 0.0052,

for surface and curve, respectively. Fitting the constraining

curve with a lower tolerance threshold is significantly slower

and more importantly useless. The human body is compliant

already, and in the online experiments, the person might

move a bit too. Thus, the robot must be controlled to reach

the person and established the contacts in closed-loop. In the

continuation of our work, the robot’s configuration, that is

computed by our PG, will serve as a target for the closed-

loop QP [32] controller, that will achieve the desired contacts

and postures at best using online perception and measured

contacts [33]. In our controller, contacts will be made using

guarded motion to absorb surface uncertainties. For example,

when a motion supporting contact is required on the patient’s

back, it won’t be required at mm precision.

C. Scenario 1: Attracting human’s attention

We consider a use-case where robot attracts a human’s

attention by performing a light touch. The task for the robot

is T1 = {Lightly contact the patient on the left upper limb

with your right hand and look at her/his face}. The points of

the human left upper limb are extracted from the point cloud

for fitting a trimmed NURBS surface for contact constraint

with the robot’s right end-effector. Other segmented sub-

clouds are used to create convex hulls for collision avoidance.

Since we know the task to perform a priori, we can do a

task- and human-aware initialization of PG. We initialize the

robot posture with the mobile base in front of and facing the

surface to contact (as detected from RGBD data), the right

end-effector slightly raised and turned to be prepared for a

contact, and the left end-effector in a downward position. We

denote such robot configuration as preferred posture qpref,

which can be dictated for specific classes of assistance tasks

from human knowledge and expertise.

We also use qpref in the cost function of PG to keep

the final PG result to be close to the preferred posture.

Additionally, we define the robot camera orientation objec-

tive, to ensure that it is oriented towards the human head

sub-cloud average point havg. Finally, the force bounds,

which can be defined by medical professionals, for the

‘light’ human-robot contact interaction forces are set to

fmin = {−0.05,−0.05, 0.5},fmax = {0.05, 0.05, 3.0} in

our scenarios. The final form of such the PG is eq. 5.

min
q,u,v,f

wp

∥

∥q − qpref
∥

∥

2

+

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

#                »

pcamhavg

∥

∥

∥

#                »

pcamhavg
∥

∥

∥

·Rcam
z − 1.0

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

2

(5a)

s. t. eq. 1b–eq. 1h eq. 4c–eq. 4j (5b)

where pcam and Rcam
z are the translation and Z-axis orien-

tation of the robot camera optical frame, respectively, w.r.t.

world reference frame. The vector wp contains the weights

of the preferred posture objective for each robot joint. The

elements of this vector are set to 1, except for the mobile

base and neck joints, which are set to 0, to let robot freely

plan mobile base and head position and orientation.

The solution of eq. 5, a safe and feasible robot posture for

the pHRI task T1, is shown with annotations of all objectives

and constraints in Fig. 1. Another view of this scene, that

better illustrates the result of contact location planning on a

point cloud surface, is in the bottom left of Fig. 5.

D. Scenario 2: Initiating assistance for sit-to-stand transfer

The second scenario consists in initiating a process of as-

sistance for sit-to-stand transfer. Note that a suitable strategy

for assistance in such scenario may vary from patient to

patient. We assume that a suitable strategy is to initiate two

contacts. The first contact is closer to the patient’s shoulder

for applying a pushing force forward and upward. The second

contact is closer to the hand of the patient, which would

allow to control human’s forward movement by resisting

force applied on the robot end-effector by the patient. The

same trimmed NURBS surface is used to formulate both

PG contact constraints. However, different initial points in

the surface parametric space are used for decision variables

initial values, one closer to the shoulder and another closer

to the hand. The command of the assistance task for this

scenario given to the robot is T2 = {Lightly contact the

patient on the left upper limb near the shoulder with your



Fig. 5: PG convergence plots for each scenario (top), computed robot postures in contact with human point cloud (bottom).

right hand, and near the patient’s hand with your left hand,

while looking at her/his face}. The objective function in this

scenario has the same form as eq. 5a, with two sets of contact

constraints with trimmed NURBS surface and a different

task-specific qpref (with both end effectors raised and turned

in preparation for the contact). The resulting posture and

contact locations are shown in the bottom middle of Fig. 5.

E. Scenario 3: Checking for responsiveness

In our last presented scenario, the robot is required to

check if a person, lying on a bed, is responsive. The task

given to the robot is T3 = {Lightly contact the patient on

the right upper limb with your left hand and look at her/his

face}. The human right upper limb point cloud is segmented

out and used for surface and curve fitting, which are then

used to define the contact constraints between human right

upper limb and robot left end-effector. We reuse the objective

function of scenario 1, with a different value of havg, as

the human head is now in a different location in the scene.

The robot left end-effector is slightly raised and turned in

qpref. The resulting whole-body posture and optimal contact

location are shown in the bottom right part of Fig. 5.

F. Discussion, limitations and future work

The task complexity, commutation times of each part of

our method and the total number of PG solver iterations for

each scenario are presented in Tab. I. All computations are

performed on the GeForce GTX 1050 Ti GPU.

The convex hull for collision avoidance between the robot

and the bed, that a person is sitting or lying on, is defined

and added manually to the simulation scene in all scenarios.

Ideally, such convex hulls should be computed automatically.

We also assume that a person is well detectable on a 2D

image by OpenPose with the pixel probability threshold

of 40%. Otherwise, the human point cloud cannot be well

segmented and a safe robot posture cannot be computed.

In our future work, the proposed method will be optimized

for the online (re)planning of the robot motion in pHRI

scenarios. We will use the output of proposed PG to control

the robot in experiments, where it engages in physical contact

with people, for assistance in motion [34]. The user reaction

to such interaction will be analyzed and used in the following

steps of development of motion planning methods and a

‘robotiquette’ for pHRI in close proximity [35].

Lastly, the proposed method will be incorporated into the

motion synthesis framework to compute robot trajectories

accounting for the type of motion that human and robot

must undergo while maintaining or switching contacts [10].

This must be done to guarantee that the computed postures

outputted are indeed suitable for a particular a priori known

assistance in motion task all along the motion path.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed new constraints for generating safe and

feasible multi-contact robot postures for pHRI tasks. We

presented the details of the proposed pHRI specific con-

tact constraints, that allow a robot to autonomously plan

a feasible optimal contact location on human body parts.

The implementation of the human point cloud processing,

that generates the input for contact location planning and

human-robot collision avoidance constraints, is presented and

evaluated in three sample pHRI scenarios. In the future, we

will work on integrating the PG with the QP controller and

making a series of experiments with real patients.



Scenario

ID

Contact point

cloud size

Number of

contacts

Point cloud segmentation /

convex hulls creation time (s)

Trimmed NURBS

surface fitting time (s)

Number of

PG iterations

PG

convergence time (s)

1 3049 4 2.28 0.717 23 1.876
2 3049 5 2.45 0.734 50 5.286
3 2862 4 2.69 0.926 36 2.828

TABLE I: The computation time of each phase of the method and the number of solver iterations for each test scenario.
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